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Edinburgh being the capital city of Scotland is world famous as a tourist hangout place. This city
beholds a charm to itself that attracts people from all over the world.

Edinburgh has also excelled in the field of education. The standard of education in Edinburgh has
been highly maintained and is therefore highly respected throughout the world. Edinburgh has
gained worldwide eminence in fluency in education. The Times Higher Education Supplement has
ranked the University of Edinburgh being on the 20th number in the World University Rankings.
Napier University of Edinburgh has also been ranked as the third highest performing modern
Scottish University by the Sunday Times University League Table. Besides these universities, the
University of Edinburgh and He riot-Watt University have been distinguished for their top five global
research institutions. The Stevenson College is one of the largest colleges in the Edinburgh city and
the oldest professional medical institution in the world is also The Edinburgh Royal College of
Surgeons.

The city of Edinburgh not only beholds attraction for tourists, but it has excelled in being one of
worldâ€™s top educational centers. Due to its quality education and excelling courses that are being
offered in universities and the resulting affirming futures, students from all around the world apply in
Edinburgh universities and colleges. Almost one-fifth of the population of the Edinburgh constitutes
the student body.  Itâ€™s famous festival season that begins in august, attracts the tourists and visitors
alike from all around the world.

There are many entertainment spots for students. They can go for biking along the beautiful
countryside or have fun doing surfing and diving on the coastline. They can also get entertained by
strolling in the hills or visiting the cityâ€™s two extinct volcanoes. All in all the city of Edinburgh offers
everything from a buzzing day to a thrilling night life.

To get university or college Accommodation, a student has to live at least more than 54 km away
from the center of the city. Only then she is eligible to get accommodation inside the university or
college campus. However this is not the case for all the universities. Different universities have
different rules and regulations. So for the students who are not eligible, they can always privately
rent a place for themselves. A huge variety of rooms, flats, houses and apartments are there for the
students to live in. ambience of these flats, rooms etc. along with the neighborhoods is also
favorable and popular. They have cafÃ©â€™s shops etc. and most importantly, public transport is easily
available. Nice and comfortable student accommodation can be easily found on the South side of
Edinburgh. Bakersfield and March month is an energetic student area with a residential atmosphere
and is close to the Napier University and University of Edinburgh.

If students are looking for area with good bus routes, Morning Side is an option but itâ€™s an expensive
area. For affordable and large Edinburgh student accommodation, one can go for New Ellington.
Fountain Bridge is also famous for cheap Edinburgh student accommodation. West end of
Edinburgh beholds areas that are famous among students. Toll Cross and Castle Terrace are the
areas that are near to Edinburgh College of arts and University of Edinburgh. Grass Market is near
these colleges and is heart of student nightlife.  

Edinburgh City Center is also renowned forEdinburgh student accommodation. Old town is famous
location among students. New town is famous among students too but itâ€™s comparatively expensive
and far away from university campuses. Leigh also attracts students due to its cheap Edinburgh
student accommodation.
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Cathrine Mckay is a marketing officer for Greenlet, property lettings website in Edinburgh. For more
information about a edinburgh flats to rent, please visit a rent flat in edinburgh.
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